Abstract-A saliency-based method for generating video subjective. Hence, mapping human perception into an summaries is presented, which exploits coupled audiovisual automated abstraction process has become quite common. In information from both media streams. Efficient and advanced an attempt to emulate the multimodal nature of human speech and image processing algorithms to detect key frames that understanding, the Informedia project and its offsprings, are acoustically and visually salient are used. Promising results combined speech, image, natural language understanding and are shown from experiments on a movie database.
detection; key-frame selection; video summarization; audiovisual perception, Ma et al. proposed a method for detecting the Topic area-Multimedia:methods and systems (indexing and salient parts of video that is based on user attention models search ofmultimedia) [2] . Motion, face and camera attention along with audio attention models (audio saliency and speech/music) are the I. INTRODUCTION cues used by the authors to capture the salient information of
The growing availabilit ofvideocontentcrthe multimedia input and identify the video segments to form
The growing availability of video content creates a strong the final summary.
requirement for efficient tools to manipulate multimedia data. Considerable progress has been made in multimodal analysis In this paper we propose a saliency-based method that for accessing and analyzing video content with automatic exploits individual audio and video saliency information by summarization being one of the main targets of recent fusing them and generating video summaries. The visual research. Summaries are important, since they provide the user saliency model is based on a feature completion scheme with a short version of the video that ideally contains all implemented in a regularization framework. Intensity, color important information for understanding the content. Hence, and motion features compete in order to form the most the user may quickly evaluate the video as interesting or not.
visually salient regions. Audio saliency relates with the audio Generally speaking, there are two types of video abstraction: stream microstructure, captured by emerging modulations in video summarization and video skimming. Video small scales. In effect, the amplitude, frequency and summarization refers to a collection of key-frames extracted instantaneous energy of such modulations is used to quantify from the sequence, while video skimming represents the the importance of audio events. Preliminary results are sequence in the form of a short clip.
obtained on arbitrary videos and on a movie database Numerous research efforts have been undertaken for annotated with respect to dialogue events [12] .
automatically generating video summaries. Earlier works were The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the mainly based on processing only the visual input. [17] . The filter j(m) = argmaxtMTE(m)} is submitted to admissible solutions [18] (2) curve (derived by pick-picking), ID edge transition points (using the zero-crossings of a Derivative-of-Gaussian The motivation behind this feature competition scheme is the operator) or regions below certain learned or heuristically experimental evidence of a biological counterpart in the defined thresholds. Using the maxima for keyframe selection, Human Visual System (interaction/competition among the and a user-defined skimming index we derive a summarization different visual pathways related to motion/depth (M pathway) of the video in terms of its audiovisual saliency. and gestalt/depth/color (P pathway) respectively) [20] .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Shortly, the visual saliency detection module is based on an iterative minimization scheme that acts on 3D local regions In order to demonstrate the proposed method, we run it and is based on center-surround inhibition regularized by both on videos of arbitrary content and on the movie database inter-and intra-local feature constraints. The interested user of A.U.T.H. (Muscle WP5 Movie database vil.1) [12] . This inter.
and intra. local featurecostradatabase consists of 42 scenes extracted from 6 movies of may find a detailed description of the method in [19] . Fig. 1 different genres. Fig. 3 shows the audio, visual and depicts the computed saliency for three frame of the "Lord of audiovisual saliency curves for 512 frames of the movie the rings" sequence that is included in [12] . Bright values "Jackie Brown" included in the previous database. Fig. 4 correspond to salient areas (notice Gandalf s moving head and depicts the same curves with the detected features the hobbit's moving arms).
superimposed, while . 
